CAPITOL CITY SPEAKERS BUREAU

David Nour
Travels from: Georgia

Fee Range: $15,001 - $20,000

David Nour has been a recognized strategist and thought leader on the
topic of business relationships for more than 25 years. He delivers over fifty
keynotes annually at leading industry associations, universities and Fortune
500 companies, has several top selling books and pioneered the
phenomenon that relationships are the greatest off-balance sheet asset any
organization possesses.
David's unique perspective and independent insight has been featured in
prominent media and blogs including The Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Fast Company, Mashable,
The Huffington Post, Entrepreneur, Success and many others. He is also the author of several books
including the best-selling Relationship Economics (Wiley), ConnectAbility (McGraw-Hill), The
Entrepreneur's Guide to Raising Capital (Praeger) and Return on Impact - Leadership Strategies for the Age
of Connected Relationships (ASAE). In addition he shares strategies and insight on The Nour Group's
blog, e-mail newsletters and social media assets reaching hundreds of thousands of executives and
entrepreneurs across a broad base of industries and geographic markets.
An Eagle Scout, David is passionate about youth and supports multiple youth organizations as well
as plays an active part in the Atlanta business community. David came to the United States from Iran
with nothing more than a suitcase, limited family ties and $100. He holds an MBA from the Goizueta
Business School at Emory University and a BA degree in Management from Georgia State University.

Most Requested Programs...
•

Relationship Economics®: The Art and Science of Business Relationships

•

Adaptive Innovation

•

ConnectAbility

•

#NewNorm - 8 Strategies to Elevate Yourself Above The Market Noise

•

Enterprise Evangelism - The Economic Value of Exceptional Experiences, Every Time

•

Sharing Economy - The Disruptive Nature of Collaborative Consumption

•

Contextual Intelligence - How To Outthink and Outperform Your Competitive Peers
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